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They are of many different types of rhinestones that have distinguished characteristics; these types
include Swarovski, Glass made, Korean and Chinese. The Swarovski rhinestones offer the best
quality while the glass rhinestones are much affordable. Korean rhinestones possesses a better
quality as it is properly inspected while manufacturing. Chinese rhinestones made using the similar
process, and are a bit durable, whereas the Iron on Rhinestones are one of the best, having
numerous plus points and uses. On the other hand, the bling rhinestone offers a unique shine that is
not found in any other type.

Iron on Rhinestones - The Easiest Decoration:

Earlier, these were made with the shaving of crystals that were produced while reshaping them. The
lower side of the glass is coated with metal powder, which melts on heating that helps the
rhinestone to stick to the cloth. They became popular in the 1960's when they were usually glued to
the clothes. They are available for different prices varying from very expensive to unexpectedly low,
depending upon the requirements of the buyer. The ones showing glistening effect under the sun
are expensive while others are fairly affordable. This type of rhinestone can be attached by using a
steam iron some other appliances are also present that are particularly made for this purpose.

Attention Catching Bling Stones:

The idea of metal powder in the bling stones was initially introduced by an Alsatian jeweler George
Fredrick Strass. In order to increase the light reflection and make it look more attractive, several
methods are kept under use during manufacturing. In the same way as an authentic gem reflects
light, the surface of these stones are also faceted and foiled so that they can refract the light and
look more beautiful. The bling stones are under a great demand. The main reason behind their
anonymous sale is their unexampled shine for which a number of buyers are ready to pay anything,
usually female buyers.

Swarovski - As Unique as Its Name:

These stones are available in almost all sizes, which allow them to stick on smaller bodies such as
an MP3 player and wider places such as clothes. The Mercedes Benz SL600 is coated with a large
amount of Swarovski crystals that is at least two million. These crystals never fail to increase the
attraction of the object they are coated on. They offer a range of colors but mostly 2 colors are liked
by people i.e. plain crystal and crystal AB. They have catchy shapes such as butterfly, square, tea
drop and Xilion rose, among all these shapes, Xilion Rose is the most popular one.

Using all the various types of "easy-to-stick" stones, one can make any object catch the attention,
from the tiniest decoration pieces to the simplest clothes. Buying them is definitely not a waste of
the few bucks.
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